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William Gilmore Simms, Castle Dismal, and “Rawlins’ Rookery” 

 The goal of my FITL internship with Dr. John McCardell was to prepare William Gilmore 

Simms’s novel Castle Dismal and manuscript fragment “Rawlins’ Rookery” for publication in a 

single volume. This would include both annotation and editorial narrative to explain the literary 

and historical significance of the texts. Thus we performed both functions of the intellectual 

historian: to make long-forgotten or overlooked texts available to scholars and the general 

public, and to explain and analyze those texts through knowledge of the author and historical 

context. By the end of the internship we had handwritten annotations for both of Simms’s texts, 

as well as 128 pages of our own editorial narrative that will be interwoven between those texts 

in the published volume. Annotations and an extensive working draft of the narrative represent a 

major accomplishment for the project, which we will build upon during the next year and a half to 

two years through revisions, conference presentations, and finally publication.  

 At the beginning of my 10 week internship, I set up my work station in an office on the 

third floor of the library. There, I stored the Simms manuscripts that Dr. McCardell had obtained 

from the Library of South Caroliniana, the five published volumes of Simms’s letters, a wide 

array of secondary sources, Dr. McCardell’s notes, my own notes, and the borrowed laptop that 

I used for the project. I worked at least 40 hours each week, with the first four weeks of the 

internship devoted almost exclusively to research. I read through a version of Castle Dismal that 

was published in five monthly issues of the Magnolia magazine in 1842, but which was never 

finished, as well as the complete novel version that was published in 1844. Then I read the 

manuscript fragment of “Rawlins’ Rookery,” which tells the autobiographical “story of the story.” 

In each text, I noted words and phrases that could be literary allusions or autobiographical 

references to a person, place, or event in Simms’s own life. For those four weeks of research, I 

worked to track down each of these allusions and references by entering them into literary 

databases, searching for them in reference books like Bartlett’s Quotations, skimming through 

works by authors that I know influenced Simms, and by reading through the five volumes of 
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Simms’s letters. Dr. McCardell’s notes from when he first started this project several years ago 

were very helpful, and I met with him several times to discuss what I found. Tracking down the 

quotations and allusions that Dr. McCardell had previously found, but had been unable to 

identify, was often extremely difficult, especially when it became apparent that Simms had 

recalled a quotation from memory and misquoted it. Nevertheless, I traced all but two of what 

seemed to me like allusions to other works. Dr. McCardell and I agreed that it is quite possible 

that these two that remain unidentified could in fact be pieces of verse that Simms made up 

himself and inserted into the text, and thus not allusions at all.  

In many cases it became apparent that Simms had greater intentions in alluding to 

Aeschylus, Shakespeare, Moore, Coleridge, Wordsworth, and Scott than simply to show that he 

was well-read. By actually reading portions of the works to which Simms alluded, I was able to 

discover thematic similarities that add a level of depth to Castle Dismal and “Rawlins’ Rookery” 

that historians have not typically associated with literary works of the ‘Old South.’ Similarities 

between the two texts and Simms’s own life, as seen through his collected letters, also 

strengthened our conviction that Castle Dismal and “Rawlins’ Rookery” are in large part 

autobiographical. By matching literary text with letters, we were able to shed new light on the 

emotional and intellectual life of a tragically misunderstood man. 

The connections between historical man, literary character, and archetype revealed a 

greater complexity and tendency for introspection in Simms than scholars have previously 

granted to him. Simms used the protagonists of Castle Dismal and “Rawlins’ Rookery” as 

autobiographical proxies, and in turn, made an explicit connection between himself, the literary 

protagonists, and literary archetypes like Shakespeare’s Hamlet. This literary identification 

allowed Simms to reflect on, criticize, and justify himself, going far beyond the surfaces of 

literature and life experience.   

After most of the literary allusions and autobiographical references were identified and 

investigated for their possible meanings, I began to write the editorial narrative. This stage 
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lasted for the last 6 weeks of the internship, and I continually had to return to research and find 

additional sources as the writing progressed. By drawing upon Dr. McCardell’s early notes, 

rearranging his ideas, and combining them with my own, I wrote a preface, introductory 

narrative, connecting narratives, a concluding narrative, and an epilogue for the text. The 

narrative tells the story of Simms’s life, highlighting the people, places, and events that show up 

in the two texts. It also provides literary analysis and historical interpretation in order to reveal 

the connections between Simms the man and Simms’s autobiographical, literary proxies. 

 Dr. McCardell read the narrative as it developed and as I sent portions of it to him 

through email. We met once per week to discuss what I had written thus far, and he offered 

valuable advice, raised points and questions that needed to be addressed, and provided 

continuous encouragement to my ambitions for the project. For example, he made sure that I 

adequately addressed the literary context of Castle Dismal by suggesting that I research earlier 

texts that fit into the genres of Gothic literature, ghost stories, bachelor fiction, and Christmas 

stories. Castle Dismal builds upon the tropes and elements of these genres, all contributing to 

Simms’s authorial strategy of self-reflection and societal criticism. Dr. McCardell also provided 

me with additional materials that he had copied from the Charles Carroll Simms collection in the 

Library of South Caroliniana. Another point when Dr. McCardell’s advice and support was 

crucial was when I felt that I was struggling over the form of the narrative: we knew that we 

wanted to divide Castle Dismal and “Rawlins’s Rookery” each into two parts based on when 

they were written, and order them starting with the first half of Castle Dismal, then the first half 

of “Rawlins’ Rookery,” then the second half of Castle Dismal, and finally the last half of “Rawlins’ 

Rookery.” This arrangement would reflect when each part of each text was likely written, and 

allow us to interweave our own narrative in between each part, ultimately creating a single story 

of Simms’s life through our words and through the words of his own autobiographical fiction. But 

I often became frustrated when I was not sure where certain pieces of our narrative and 

analysis belonged—whether it was before or after the section of Simms’s texts to which they 
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referred. Dr. McCardell told me not to worry about the form and arrangement of the narrative, 

and to just get all of our ideas onto the page. Once we had a complete working draft of the 

narrative, he would take it after my internship ended, revise it, and rearrange portions based on 

where they fit best. In this way, I could set aside my impulse to always go back, polish what I 

had already written, and cavil about its value; instead I would just write, leaving the revising for 

later.  

 By the end of the internship, I had written 128 pages of text, which I submitted to Dr. 

McCardell for revising and editing during the month of August. His plan is to send a draft of the 

narrative to South Carolina Press by the end of the month. If they express their interest, that will 

begin the process of preparing a final draft for publication. The press’s readers will make 

comments, and we will respond to them through revisions over the next year and a half to two 

years. In the meantime, I am also going to take a portion of the editorial narrative and make it 

into a stand-alone conference paper, which I will hopefully present at the Southern Historical 

Association’s 2012 meeting in Mobile.  

 From this internship project, I gained a substantial knowledge and understanding of the 

life and works of William Gilmore Simms. I developed a cogent interpretation of Simms’s 

personality, domestic life, ideas on gender and community, and literary work. I was able to 

integrate primary sources, secondary sources, and historical interpretation to provide a new 

perspective on Simms and how he interacted with his personal and regional environment. The 

views expressed in the editorial narrative give Simms a greater complexity and humanity than 

earlier scholars and biographers attributed to him.  

 By working on this project, I also learned how to edit a historical text and prepare it for 

publication. Furthermore, I gained considerable confidence in my ability to work with a long 

manuscript and craft it into something worthy of publication. Making this a co-editing and co-

writing enterprise made it much easier to manage, and I cannot express enough gratitude to Dr. 

McCardell for allowing me to become so involved in a project that he had originally started on 
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his own after his astounding discovery of “Rawlins’ Rookery” in the archives. Working on this 

project, presenting a portion of it as a conference paper, and eventually having my name on the 

cover of the book alongside Dr. McCardell’s name will all undoubtedly bring recognition to my 

early career as a historian.  

The feeling of satisfaction and accomplishment that came with holding the working draft 

of the manuscript in my hands on the last day of the internship was truly marvelous. But this is 

only the first, albeit the most time-consuming, part of the process that leads to publication, and 

my involvement with the Simms project will continue beyond the end of the internship. Through 

my involvement, I have found a greater appreciation for intellectual and cultural history. This 

project connects the study of literature with the study of history to an extent that I had never 

before experienced. I now realize to what a great degree my understanding of American history 

can benefit from an understanding of European renaissance literature, romanticism, and other 

literary movements that influenced American intellectuals. Southern intellectual history is a 

small, but promising niche in the history profession, and one that I will likely explore further in 

my senior thesis and graduate dissertation.  

  

 


